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Abstract
We present the design and construction of a small scale CAVE that employs active stereo using shutter glasses for
viewing as well as for projection. It is controlled by a single server with four graphics boards. The main use of
this device is educational, students should be given a possibility to see their programs run in an immersive setting.
Further applications include VR design studies and the development of new VR interaction techniques using the
Nintendo Wii controller as input device.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.2 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics Systems I.3.7
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Even though it is not the most active and growing market, im-
mersive information displays gain more and more importan-
ce in various application areas. The automotive industry, for
example, works with stereo projected images either on large
screens or in other configurations of virtual environments to
evaluate designs of new cars or to study human factors issu-
es using virtual prototypes (Can the windshield wiper switch
be reached properly?). Virtual assembly lines are used to test
construction procedures for automobiles, aircrafts or other
large scale devices (Will the part fit through the hole left in
the chassis?). The area of information visualization starts to
use stereo projected images to utilize the third dimension for
a better exploration of datasets and abstract information sets.
So, Virtual Reality techniques are used in a much wider app-
lication field today than even a few years ago. Besides large
screens and PowerWalls, CAVE Automatic Virtual Environ-
mens are employed frequently for this purpose.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We show the design and construction of a small scale CA-
VE which is built completely from available consumer
hardware.

• Our system is based on a single PC with four graphics

boards and we use Wii game controllers for navigation
and head tracking.

• We show the use of shutter filters to be able to use low
cost LCD projectors.

We start with an introduction to the general aspects of CA-
VEs before we describe our goals. Afterwards we introduce
our concept how it was finally realized including hardware
and software issues.

2. CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment and Related
Work

Virtual Reality applications have become part of many ap-
plication areas: games, automotive industry, medicine, de-
sign, etc. Being a human-computer interface that allows the
user to perceive a computer generated environment as reali-
ty [Hen97], Virtual Reality builds on special output and input
devices for interaction. Since the visual sense is most import-
ant, a Virtual Reality device usually comprises either a large
scale display or ensures that the user’s visual field is com-
pletely covered with the synthetic images. Two of the most
common display devices for VR are the head mounted dis-
play (HMD) and the CAVE. While the first one uses small
images in close distance to the eyes, the CAVE belongs to
the class of systems with large displays.
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A CAVE or CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment is a
multi-person, room-sized, high-resolution 3D video and au-
dio environment invented at the Electronic Visualization Lab
at the University of Illinois, Chicago in 1992 [CNSD∗92].
Graphics are projected in stereo on 3 to 6 walls of a room
in which the users stand and interact. Due to the size of the
projections, an immersive experience of the virtual world is
possible. Interaction in such environments is usually perfor-
med using data gloves or wands while the position of the
interacting user is tracked so that the images can be compu-
ted as to show the user’s current view.

The main problem with CAVE installations is their size.
There has to be enough space to hold the CAVE itself as well
as the projectors. Furthermore, the projection distances have
to be taken into consideration. Due to these high demands,
smaller VR devices, like HMDs, are often used. They, howe-
ver do not offer multi-user possibilities. Inbetween both ends
of the scale, technologies like the ImmersaDesk [CPS∗97]
or virtual engineering desks like Pi-casso [HDS05, HSP06]
make VR available for desktop applications. In this area—
namely engineering applications—interaction plays an im-
portant role. The Personal Space Station † is one of the
most interesting solution where the user looks through a see-
through mirror onto a high resolution stereoscoptic display.
Beneath the mirror, the user interacts with the data via highly
accurate optical tracking. Such systems have their advantage
especially in interactive engineering applications while they
lack the immersion needed for visualization applictaion in
which the user mainly navigates through a threedimensional
world without much manipulation.

A similar environmet like the one presented in this paper
was developed by Wegman et al. [WSV∗99]. Their main fo-
cus besides the size of the CAVE was, however, interacti-
on via voice commands. Recently, Peternier et al. [PCVT07]
presented the development and implementation of a low cost
CAVE based on similar goals as described in this paper. In
contrast to our system, they use a cluster of four PCs for
image generation. Also, their system has more than twice the
size than ours. The problem of supporting different viewers
in a CAVE-like environment each with his or her own correct
spatial perception of the virtual environment is addressed by
Blach et al. [BBH∗05]. They combine polarization and shut-
ter filters to seperate viewers and stereo channels.

As far as interaction is concerned, we step back from ori-
ginal Virtual Reality input devices like data gloves mainly
because of their price. Instead, we use a game console con-
troller in order to investigate the possibilities connected with
this. Game controllers have previously been employed for
(head) tracking in various experimental settings. Nintendo’s
Wii remote controller has been used, for example, by J. C
Lee at the Carnegie Mellon University to enrich desktop app-

† See http://www.ps-tech.com/product/pss/

lications and computers with touch interaction and tracking‡.
We use WiiMotes for navigation and head tracking.

3. The miniCAVE Environment

The miniCAVE environment was originally developed to gi-
ve the students a possibility to see their project results in an
immersive setting. Furthermore we aim for immersive infor-
mation visualization and interaction studies. Therefore, ga-
me controllers are used as interaction devices. In this section
we present the goals and objectives as well as the limitations
which were the basis for our development. We then describe
the hardware setup and its realization.

3.1. Goals and Objectives, Limitations

To build our CAVE virtual environment we had to cope with
severe space limitations. The only available room was a stan-
dard office room with an approximate size of 5m × 6m. Be-
sides the actual CAVE environment, i. e., the support frame
and the projection screens we had to take into account the
projection distances of the projectors to be used. The rela-
tively small space lead to the decision to build a single user
environment where the user sits within the CAVE. The space
within the CAVE was then determined by the standard size
of the projection screens which in our case was 101cm ×
76cm.

3.2. The Corpus and Projector Stands

A wooden frame supports the CAVE and holds the projecti-
on screens. The frame looks like a regular table without the
table board. The hight of the table has to be designed in such
a way that a user sitting on an office chair holds his head
in a hight which corresponds to the middle of the projection
screens. This brings the user’s head initially in the center of
the tracked space. In order to make this height adjustable for
different users, either the frame could be adjusted in height
or the user’s seat. An adjustment of the frame hight would re-
quire a recalibration of the projections so that this option has
been abandoned. The projection screens are mounted to the
frame in such a way that each two screens are perpendicular
to each other. The top projection screen would then need a
size of 101cm × 101cm to cover the complete top opening.
However, the user rarely looks further than 45 degrees abo-
ve so that a regular 101cm × 76cm screen is sufficient (see
Figure 1) For the top screen we use a mirror to guide the
projection since mounting the projector directly above the
screen is impossible due to the ceiling height.

The projector stands are also wooden constructions which
are designed in such a way that the projectors are approxi-
mately in the middle of the projection screens. For the top

‡ See http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~johnny/projects/
wii/
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Figure 1: The CAVE frame in its final state. The tilted mirror
guides the projection onto the top wall.

screen the projector position has to correspond with the cen-
ter of the mirror. Each projector stand holds two projectors—
one for each stereo frame (cf. Section 4.1). The exact ali-
gnment of the projectors is obtained via the projectors’ ex-
tendable legs as well as via the exact positionig of the pro-
jector in the stand (cf. Figure 2). The main problem with
this solution is that even small vibrations to the stand and/or
the projector will get the system out of calibration. However,
the projectors are positioned at the sides and in the rear of
the cave where normally noone will stand or walk.

3.3. Hardware

One of the main goals when designing the miniCAVE as to
work with just one render server and only use available con-
sumer class components. Our choice, therefore, was a four
core processor and four high end graphics boards with two
display ports each. In this way, the load will be relatively
equal distributed between the processor’s cores (using soft-
ware which supports this) and between the graphics boards.
Each graphics board will then be responsible for one stereo
image pair for one wall of the CAVE.

Here is the complete list of all hardware components:

• 8 LCD projectors SANYO PLC-XU74, 1024 × 768 4:3
2500 ANSI Lumen

Figure 2: The projector stand (inset) and the mounting of
the shutters used for stereo viewing.

• 4 Screen-Tech projection screens 101cm × 76cm ×
0.3cm

• shutter glasses for viewing
• 8 LCD shutters for the projectors
• 3 Nintendo Wii Remote controllers
• MSI P6N Diamond, nForce 680i SLI-Socket 775 main-

board
• 4 Geforce 8800 GTS 320MB graphics boards
• Intel Core2Quad processor
• 4 GB DDR2-800 RAM
• 250GB 16MB SATA II hard disc
• DVD writer SATA
• 2 800W ATX 2.2 power supply
• Big-Tower case

The mainboard is one of the few available boards that of-
fers 4 PCI-Express (8x) slots which are arranged spatially in
such a way that the four graphics boards can be connected.
Figure 3 shows a view inside the case.

Our main concern with such a setup was the cooling and
air circulation, Therefore, all available slots were equipped
with fans which leads to 5 additional fans besides the pro-
cessor cooling and power supply fans. The temperature va-
lues for processor and graphics boards all stay in the normal
range. For power supply we have chosen two power supply
units where one is responsible for the graphics boards only
and the second one for the rest of the system.
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Figure 3: The renderserver holding the four graphics boards
(enlarged in bottom image).

4. Functionality

The functionality of the miniCAVE system is mainly based
on two crucial points: stereo viewing and interaction. Given
the restrictions in space and budget we came up with intere-
sting solutions for both of these points which will be discus-
sed in the following.

4.1. Stereo Viewing

In order to achieve stereo viewing, two images from slightly
different points of view (strictly speaking from the positions
of each eye individually) have to be projected on the screen
and it has to be ensured that the left eye only sees the “left”

image and the right eye only sees the “right” image. There
are mainly two possibilities for achieving a stereo view with
projected images:

1. temporal or active stereo: The two images are projected
onto the same place one after the other while ensuring
that the left eye is blocked if the right image is projec-
ted and vice versa. This temporal approach typically uses
shutter glasses to block the eyes alternately. The import-
ant point here is a frame rate high enough so that the im-
mersion is still achieved. This means that images have to
be projected by at least twice the rate as for monoscopic
views.

2. spatial or passive stereo: Here, both images are projec-
ted at the same time onto the same place while the di-
stinction of the left and right image is achieved via pola-
rization. Different polarization filters in front of each pro-
jector lens create two differently polarized images. The
user wears polarizing glasses to allow the correct image
to pass to the corresponding eye. Here, the frame rate is
not such a concern as with active stereo.

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Passi-
ve stereo allows the use of cheaper projectors since there are
no such high demands on the framerate. However, due to the
polarization the user’s head movement with the glasses is li-
mited. When using linear polarization (as it is common), the
user has to hold his head straight otherwise he or she would
lose the stereo effect. This is a too severe limitation for an
environment where the exploration of a virtual world is the
main task. Active stereo, in contrast does not have this pro-
blem, but it requires high image frequencies which are not
achievable with “cheap” LCD projectors.

Our idea to achieve active stereo was to keep the two pro-
jector idea which is common for passive stereo but apply
shutters to the projectors instead of polarizing filters. This
way we can achieve very high image frequencies since one
projector doesn’t have to switch between displaying the right
and the left frame. The shutter “filters” we used came from
rather cheap shutter glasses and were mounted in front of
the projector lens. The sync signal fom a standard VGA gra-
phics board is used to sncronize all eight projector shutters
with the shutter glasses worn by the viewer. An additional
cooling fan prevents the shutters to go blind due to the high
temperatures caused by the projection lamp. Our setup is il-
lustrated in Figure 2 and built for each wall. As a result we
could use regular LCD projectors which do not extend our
budget.

4.2. Interaction

In immersive virtual environments, interaction cannot be per-
formed using mouse and keyboard. This would disract the
user from his or her task in the virtual space. Instead, navi-
gation and interaction have to be performed within the three-
dimensional world using three-dimensional widgets which
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are controlled by input devices that support 6 degrees of free-
dom. The typical input devices, such as data glove or wands
eiher are too expensive or require more space around for (op-
tical) tracking.

In the miniCAVE, navigation and interaction is performed
using a Nintendo Wii remote control (“WiiMote” for short).
This device is equipped with an acceleration sensor to de-
termine its orientation in space, a 1024×786 pixel black
and white camera with an infrared filter to track infrared
markers and several keys for interaction. There are also feed-
back channels in form of speakers and vibration but we are
currently not using them. Orientation parameters can direct-
ly be read from the WiiMote’s sensor data. For determining
the position, two infrared light emitting diodes are placed at
fixed positions in space close to the front projection screen.
The camera tracking of the WiiMote is then used to compu-
te the position of the device relative to these LEDs which is
done by simple triangulation since the position of the diodes
is fixed relative to the CAVE coordinate frame. This way we
obtain the x, y and z position of the WiiMote. Reading the
acceleration sensors yields the orientation.

This data is then used to steer a cursor in the virtual world
and, thus, to navigate. Holding the WiiMote’s fire button re-
sults in a forward motion through the scene which is always
relative to the controller’s orientation. This means that the
user steers with pointing gestures through the virtual world.
The navigation can be further supported by using the Wii
Nunchuck in addition to the WiiMote (see Figure 4). This
way the user navigates with the Nunchuck (in the left hand)
in the same way as with the WiiMote. The WiiMote itself
(in the right hand) is now free for other interaction tasks li-
ke picking. Due to the high flexibility of the WiiMote, other
interaction types can be added easily. Also, some kind of for-
ce feedback is possible since the controller is equipped with
a vibration feature that can be activated, for instance, if the
cursor touches or penetrates an object. It is this flexibility
that enables a wide variety of interaction styles, depending
on the application at hand.

Figure 4: Using WiiMote and Nunchuck for interaction.

4.3. Head Tracking

For virtual environments it is of utmost importance that the
visual impression is correct and consistent. This is only the

Figure 5: Headtracking setup for the miniCAVE. Four infra-
red LEDs are atteched to a helmet worn by the user.

case if the user gets the impression that he or she really sees
with his or her own eyes what is presented in the scene. This
is only possible if the viewing parameters for both eyes are
computed in such a way that they match the eye’s physical
position relative to the CAVE’s coordinate frame. For such
tasks, head-tracking is typically employed.

There are various ways in which the position and orienta-
tion of a user’s head can be tracked. Typically the user wears
some kind of sensor equipment attached to his or her head
while the application then computes position and orientati-
on based on the sensor data. While mechanical tracking was
used earlier, such as with the Fakespace Boom devices, no-
wadays optical or electromagnetic tracking are the methods
of choice for most applications. We use optical tracking due
to a number of reasons: the tracking range is acceptable, the
components (infrared LEDs and cameras) are within an ac-
ceptable price range and the only drawback that there has to
be a clear sight between the LEDs and the camera can easily
be ensured with our setup.

The user, in our case, wears a helmet which is equipped
with four infrared light emitting diodes (Figure 5). The spe-
cial arrangement of the diodes is later used to compute the
orientation of the user’s head. As sensors we, again, use two
WiiMotes. The built-in cameras here are equipped with an
infrared filter so that only infrared light sources are captu-
red. Moreover, the images captured are already processed by
the WiiMote so that the position of the four brightest spots
in the view are returned as sensor data. These integer (x,y)
pairs fall in the range between 0 and 1024 (in x direction)
and between 0 and 786 (in y direction). Both cameras are po-
sitioned behind the user at fixed points. The user wears the
helmet in such a way that the LED cross is at the backside of
the head which is technically easier but requires some more
math in the computation of the eye positions.

To compute the eye position, triangulation is used again.
We first want to obtain the x and z coordinates of one mar-
ker relative to the CAVE’s coordinate frame. We know the
positions of the cameras in this coordinate frame as well as
the positions of the marker in both images as can be seen in
Figure 6(a). The triangle ∆ABC between the point C to be
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(a) Computation for the x and z component of the point C

(b) Computation for the y component of the point C

Figure 6: Headtracking computation

computed and the positions of the WiiMotes A and B is the
basis for the computation. We further know the angles α1
and β1 as well as the distance c between the two WiiMotes.
Based on the opening angles of the cameras and the positi-
ons of the marker in the images, the angles α2 and β2 are
computed and from these the remaining parts of the triangle
∆ABC, especially the point C. The y value of the marker’s
position (height) is easily computed using the angle between
the camera’s view direction and the ray through the point of
the marker in the image plane (cf. Figure 6(b)). To comple-
te the computation, an offset vector has to be added to the
computed position since it describes the position of the back
of the user’s head. This offset compensates the distance bet-
ween the markers and the respective eye position.

Now we use the special arrangement of the LEDs to com-
pute the rotation component of the headtracking matrix as
can be seen in Figure 7. From the positions of the four
markers m1 to m4, direction vectors are determined. The di-
rections of these vectors relative to the coordinate axes repre-
sent the rotations around the respective axes. These rotation
matrices thus describe the orientation of the user’s head.

The cameras of the WiiMotes have a relatively small re-
solution. Hence, if the marker position changes one pixel in

m1

m2 m3 m4

Figure 7: The orientation vectors (red, green, blue, and
black) are computed from the marker positions m1 to m4.

the WiiMote’s image, the marker itself might have changed
its position by a rather large amount. This may yield an un-
steady and jittering image. To circumvent this, we smooth
the computed position data by averaging the last n values.
The number of points which are averaged depends on the
speed of the user’s movement, i. e., the number of points in
a certain radius.

The headtracking implemented this way is relatively ro-
bust even though it is not 100% exact. The smoothing of the
position values and the offset vector add some error to the
correct position of the user’s eyes. However, we have experi-
enced no problems when viewing a scene.

5. Software and Applications

Besides the hardware which was built to support the immer-
sive stereo display of a virtual world and which was desi-
gned especially for a low budget and for severe space limi-
tations, the miniCAVE environment also comprises software
components.

The system itself runs on a PC with Windows Vista.
Connecting the Wii remote controllers to the PC requires the
use of two libraries. PPJoy§, a joystick device driver for the
Windows operating system supports virtual joysticks. Using
PPJoy, each of the Wii controller’s input facilities (buttons,
cameras, acceleration sensors) is mapped to a virtual joystick
which, in turn, can then be used in an application. A second
library, GlovePIE¶ maps the input signals of the WiiMotes
to joystick input signals. The mapping can be controlled via
a script language in a very flexible way.

As for now we have written a simple scene viewer for sce-
nes which are given in VRML and other formats. This view-
er is based on OpenSG since OpenSG supports clustering
and multiple views and, therefore, no additional effort has
to be taken to create and distribute the different views. We
compute eight views, i. e., a stereo pair for each wall (left,

§ Parallel Port Joystick driver is copyrighted by Deon van der
Westhuysen, see http://www.geocities.com/deonvdw/
PPJoy.htm.
¶ Glove Programmable Input Emulator, copyrighted by Carl
Kenner, see http://carl.kenner.googlepages.com/
glovepie.
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Figure 8: Views computed

Figure 9: The CAVE viewer application presenting a scene
in stereo mode on four walls.

front, right, top) based on the transformations given from
the headtracking and on the navigation information (see Fi-
gure 8). The viewer application simply displays the scene
and the user can fly through the virtual environment using
the WiiMote and Nunchuck as described earlier (see Figu-
re 9).

Derived from the VRML viewer application, a photo
browser was developed where the user can interactively
browse a set of photographs. The photographs are arranged
in a spiral where the order is given by some attribute (filena-
me, date the picture was taken, etc.) Each photograph is tex-
ture mapped onto a transparent rectangle so that the images
can be seen from the outside as well as from the inside. Na-
vigation is either free or the user can fix his or her position
(for example inside the spiral) and then rotate the photogra-
phs around the central axis. Picking an image brings it to
the front and opens it on a larger rectangle (see Figure 10).
We are planning to investigate similar applications also for
exploring different kinds of information and the connections
between information items.

Currently we are developing viewer applications in Java
using Java3D for the rendering and another application using
a game programming library. The main purpose here is edu-
cational. The miniCAVE is used at our university to support
the computer graphics education and to give the students an

Figure 10: The photo browser application orders the images
in a spiral layout through which the user can navigate.

opportunity to see their programs run in an immersive set-
ting.

6. Summary

We have presented the design and construction of a low bud-
get CAVE environment which is designed to fit in a typical
office space. Even though, we have striven for a cost effec-
tive selection of hardware, today’s consumer class devices
offer a high quality even for immersive Virtual Reality appli-
cations. The final price for all componets was approximately
10.000 Euro (June 2007) where the projectors and the pro-
jection screens took up the biggest part. The frame and the
projector stands are made in a prototypical fashion from woo-
den material, but can easily be constructed using standard
construction elements. Care has to be taken with the projecti-
on screens. They determine the final quality of the images to
a high degree and should be chosen in a way that the bright-
ness of the projection is not reduced too much. There are
also other possibilities to synchronize the projector shutters
with the shutter glasses, as for instance a rotating wheel with
openings, but our solution seems to be the easiest to be reali-
zed.

The most interesting parts with the setup presented in this
paper are the interaction using Wii remote controllers and
possible applications. Since our applications are still under
development we have not yet explored the full power of the
Wii controller in an immersive virtual environment. Even for
such a small environment as the miniCAVE the WiiMotes of-
fers an interesting and easy to use interface. Larger environ-
ments, as there are CAVEs and PowerWalls will even more
benefit from the variuous input sensors being available. So
one goal for future investigations is to investigate the usabi-
lity of the Wii controllers as well as to come up with more
sophisticated interaction metaphors.
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The size of the miniCAVE limits or dictates the possible
application areas. It is just big enough for one person to view
the virtual environment and interact with it. Therefore, all
applications that require full size interaction in comparison
to a standing user are impossible. We therefore aim in the
future for information visualization applications where the
user navigates through a scene of abstract objects represen-
ting information items. Here, the sense of scale in comarison
to the user’s own size is not that important, we rather care for
position and orientation of the elements in the scene. Other
applications include design studies for cars, as an example.
Here the size of the environment nicely fits the size of the
study object. Other advantages of a CAVE environment, the
immersion and the free movement (in a sitting position) re-
main with our system even under the given size limitations.
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